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Free Essays from Bartleby | Workplace diversity is a term which describes the inclusion of people in the workplace
regardless of their cultural differences.

The CEO speaks regularly with employees about diversity issue, and employees have access to DVDs
featuring interviews with successful employees who are women and people of color. With increasing
globalization, multinational corporations have a great advantage as they have an opportunity to work in
different cultures and take advantage of a diverse pool of skills. Diversity can include race, ethnicity, sex,
religion, disability and sexual orientation discrimination. In a workplace there are standards and policies in
place to decrease the chances of a person being discriminated against. This paper is designed for advantages of
a diverse workforce, problems of workforce diversity and strategies can be implemented to overcome the
problems. Many companies today hold yearly ethics courses designed to pinpoint an acceptable quality of
behavior from their employees and also open up the floor to those who have issues with the company and its
policies. Respecting individual differences will benefit the workplace by creating a competitive edge and
increasing work productivity. Accepting the diverse differences and cultures,means that the society can benefit
and grow with more ideas. With closely knit communities, families, old loyalties to hometowns, and a striving
economy people of the Italian culture are a single group of people that have survived using the same
techniques as their cultural ancestors before them Having a diverse workforce can affect the workplace in
various ways. Diversity is something that we come across everyday of our lives. What are the positives and
negatives of diversity in the workplace? This involves more than not using crude references; it means using
words preferred by the people themselves. Workforce highlighted five demographic factors that would impact
the U. Most important aspect these days is to train the managers to handle the diverse workforce. Related
Essays. Acceptance of diversity also covers the issue of race relations which are easy tough to manage despite
struggles won in many parts of the world. Workplace or workforce diversity refers to a set of employees with
different culture, ethnics, gender, religion and different physical abilities. Times have changed and in order to
prepare our children for the 21st century workforce we have to be committed to making the necessary changes
to teach the skills they need for future jobs. There are two advantages of why the diverse workforce important
to an organization. Thankfully there are many laws to protect the rights of many minorities who are usually
discriminated against in the workplace. One reason why workplace diversity is important is because when you
respect your employees productivity rate rises and many companies do not know that. In this research paper I
am going to present my thoughts and opinions on the arguments. The people of different background, races,
religion creates diverse workforce. Workplace diversity is defined as all characteristics and experiences that
defined each employee as individuals, but it can also be misunderstood as discrimination against employees.
After all, the impact of affirmative action and equal employment opportunity programs on the nation's work
force is undeniable. Leaders have a responsibility to the people and the organization they serve to encourage
their growth and enhance their skills and abilities. This individual must be capable of meeting the needs of
subordinates with their area of expertise with set expectations for meeting organizational goals. Targeting
leaders of this caliber is vital if an organization is to see the success of their diversity initiative realized There
was no work for his family back in Mexico and they wanted to begin a new life in the United States.
Telecommunication is the fastest way businesses are conducted all over the world. With the development of
the world, the labor force also changes. Within organizations, diversity can positively or negatively impact the
behavior of individuals.


